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__________________________________________________________________________________
Full-stack

engineer with a passion for designing smooth and intuitive UI’s. I
appreciate being challenged and expanding my skill-sets, and am always
looking for new opportunities to deliver meaningful work and grow creatively.
______________________________________________________________________________

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Front-end: React・JavaScript (ES6+)・jQuery・CSS3・Sass・HTML5・Material UI・Bootstrap
Back-end: Node・Express・MongoDB・MySQL・RESTful APIs・Axios・AJAX
Others: Object-Oriented Programming・Figma (prototyping)・Writing・Git/Github・Heroku

SELECTED PROJECTS
GIGHUB.IO React・Node・Express・MongoDB・Material UI

D
 eployed |  Code

Full-stack MERN application that allows users to log in with their LinkedIn account and track their job
search progress. Role: Primarily front-end engineering and design/layout, as well as API integration.

MERN BOOKS SEARCH R
 eact・Node・Express・MongoDB・Axios

D
 eployed |  C
 ode

A full-stack MERN application which allows users to search for book titles and retrieve information about
them by utilizing the Google Books API through Axios and save them to a Mongo database.

EVENTPRO Passport (Oauth)・Node・Express・Materialize.css・MySQL

Deployed | Code

An event planning application that provides users with a centralized location to create and manage
to-do’s around their upcoming events. Role: passport Oauth and persistent logins with session, design.

MEMORY COLOR CLICKER  React・Bootstrap・JavaScript・Node

D
 eployed | C
 ode

A color themed memory game built with React, b
 uilt primarily around one stateful app component that
keeps track of user clicks, user score and high score, and the position of content on the page which needs
to be re-rendered every time the user clicks.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Web Development Tutor - T
 rilogy Education  (Remote)

0
 6-2019 - Present

Independent Contractor - H
 ired for a redesign and full code update for the
website of fair-housing law firm Brancart & Brancart. Worked closely with the client
to deliver the optimized and responsive site that they were looking for (see it h
 ere). 0
 6-2019 - 07-2019

EDUCATION
UC Berkeley Extension - Full-Stack Web Development (A+ academic average) 02-2019 - 05-2019
Reed College  - B.A. Philosophy  (Commendation for Academic Excellence)

ub https://github.com/ThorNolan Portfolio https://thornolan.github.

08-2012 - 05-2016

